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Synopsis

Be prepared to care for patients and to handle the growing workload you’ll encounter in the diverse settings in which LPN/LVNs practice. Mary Ann Anderson’s trademark, easy-to-read, writing style teaches you the information you need to successfully transition from student to LPN/LVN. It presents the basic information on the skills and knowledge you need to fulfill the leadership and management roles, with an emphasis on the humanistic aspects of caring. Plus, a wealth of activities online at DavisPlus, including case studies and interactive exercises make learning easier.
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Customer Reviews

The quality of the book was excellent! Hardly any writing in it at all. But the book itself is written in first person so it’s extremely hard to follow and retain information. It’s not like a normal textbook, so be careful.

Love the option to rent this book! Great condition and returning it was so simple!

Nothing wrong with the book. It came in as it said it would.

The book met expectations. Used it for class and it was decent. It’s written in first person, so that took an adjustment.
Yes. It was what I expected. Thank you

Fast shipping, as expected.
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